Sum rules based on Khuri amplitudes are applied to KN and 1m scatterings. Disregarding the Pomeranchuk contribution, according to a presently accepted philosophy of Harari et aI., we show that pI, w, (J and R trajectories are degenerate, i.e.
§ 1. Introduction and summary
Recently Harari et al. l ) have proposed an idea that the Pomeranchuk trajectory is mostly built (in the sense of finite-energy sum rule) from the nonresonating background part of the low-energy amplitude while all other trajectories; including pI, are mainly generated by the low-energy resonances. They have formulated their idea by using the conventional discrete moment sum rules for crossing even· (or odd) amplitudes.
In this paper we derive in § 2 a finite-energy sum rule (FESR) based on the Khuri amplitude.
)
Crossing relations of the amplitudes are not used in this FESR, contrary to the case of the usual FESR. The new FESR is applied in § 3 to KN and nn scatterings. Disregarding the Pomeranchuk contribution, according to the idea of Harari et aI., we show that pI, (J) , P and R trajectories are degenerate, i.e. *) for any t, while their residues are related as follows:
*) Schmid has suggested this degeneracy by using "duality". (C. Schmid, Phys~ Rev. Letters 20 (1968), 689.) But the degeneracy. is obtained even when the Schmid duality does not hold, as will be shown in § 3.
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and (1·4)
where (3p>NK) (t) is the residue of Ctp' (t) in the KN scattering amplitude and so on.
It is also' showri that if the secondary meson trajectories exist, they should' make <l: quartet of the (1·1) type, too, i.e.
(1·5)
Their residues also satisfy the relations of the types (1· 2) "-/ (1· 4).
Degeneracy of baryon trajectories are also discussed in the last section. § 2. Sum rules based on Khuri amplitudes
Consider first KN scattering. In this case there are a helicity-flip amplit-q,cie B and a nonflip amplitude A, in terms of which the total and differential cross . sections are 3 ) . 
where f}+). is the even-signature amplitude and f}-) is the odd-signature amplitude.
As(s, t)
At least five Regge poles P, pI, (f), P and R appear in the t-channel reaction (KK~NN). Then the various amplitudes of present interest have the forms o )
where As(K-p~K-p) =Ap+Ar+A",+Ap+AR+ (background),
Now, we construct a sum rule for the K+p~K+p scattering as an example .. Let us define a function a (t, v) by There is another reason for adding the (b.g.) term to (3·4) and (3·5): Since resonance contribution to the K+p-:;.K+p amplitude may be expected experimentalll) to be small, we can safely assume (3 ·6) i.e.
(3·7)
If the (b.g.) term in (3·7) be absent, the low-energy behavior of the K+p->K+p ·cross section and also the difference between the K+p->K+p and K+n->K+n cross sections cannot be explained by the. Ap term alone. For these reasons we add the (b.g.) term to (3·4) and (3·5). Similar results can be derived also for the B amplitudes. Schmid has obtained these results by using the duality concept. But it should be noted that these results hold even when the ambiguous background terms are present as in Eqs. (3 "4) 'and (3·5).
Next, the present method is applied to 7rn scattering with 1=2. In this channel there are no resonances, but in the t-channel the three Regge, poles P, pI and p appear. Then we' have (3 ·12) and 2(3p}n) (t) = 3(3/"t) (t), (3 ·13) where the numerical factors are obtained from the crossing matrix. Thus we obtain degeneracy of the meson trajectories
for any t. ***) If the secondary meson trajectories exist, they also sp.ould make a quartet of the above type, as is' easily seen. Finally, we note that the imaginary part *) If we apply the present method to K+K+-7K+K+ and K+K0-,,>K+Ko scattering, we also obtain (3, 10) ,and {35,IfK) (t) = {3", (KK) (t) 
because of (3·10) and (3·11). If there are no resonances in K-N scattering for s la.rger than certain energy, says!> then we get the absurd result {3pl(t) ={3p(t) = {3Q)(t) ={3R(t) .0 for any t. Therefore, there should exist resonance effects in the s channel' even at high energy., ***) Harari has shown this degeneracy at t=O. See reference 1).
of K+n~Kop reaction may be small compared with that of K-p~Kon reaction, as is seen from Eqs. (2 ·13) and (2 ·14) together with our results (3 ·10) and (3 ·11)., This is consistent with the prediction by Phillips and Rarita.
7 )
The present method can also be applied to the backward K+ N scattering. Consider the K+n~K+n scattering. In the u-channel (K-n~K-n), there appear l: trajectories of the four types:
l:a (+ parity, + signature), l:f] (-, +), l:r( -, -) and l:o (+, -). If thel: trajectories are even functions of W, then it follows that (3 ·18) for any W.
In the same way, no resonances in K+p~K+p scattering lead to (3 ·19) and no resonances 111 K-l:-~K-l:-scattering lead to (3·20) and so on.
